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Abstract

The change in capacitance, if an object is introduced in a parallel plate capacitor, is analyzed. The integral
representation of the potential is exploited in a systematic way to solve the potential everywhere inside the
capacitor. In particular, the change in capacitance is extracted. The method shows similarities with the null
field approach to solve dynamic problems.

1 Background

The motivation to revisit an electrostatic problem is easily found in the newborn interest in quantifying
the static electric and magnetic properties of an object, i.e., its polarizability dyadics γe and γm. The reason
for this attention is that the broadband properties of a scatterer, an antenna or a periodic structure stated
as sum rules, are determined by the values of these dyadics [1–3, 7–9]. As an example, for a finite scatterer,
we have that ∫ ∞

0

σext(k)

k2
dk =

π

2

(
ê∗ · γe · ê+ (k̂i × ê)∗ · γm · (k̂i × ê)

)
which shows that the extinction cross section of the object, σext(k), as a weighted integral over the wave
number k (i.e., proportional to the frequency), depends directly on the static electric and magnetic polar-
izability dyadics γe and γm. The polarization of the incident plane wave is denoted ê, and the incident

direction of the plane wave is k̂i.

The polarizability of an object quantifies the induced disturbance due to an external, homogeneous, static
electric field. If we aim at extracting the polarizability from an experimental setup that employs a parallel
plate capacitor,1 the influence of the higher modes, which are inevitably present due to fact that the exciting
sources are located at a finite distance from the object, has to be mastered. In this paper, we exploit a
solution technique which has had its main success in solving time harmonic problems in geometries that
contain both infinite and bounded surfaces. In particular, the solution of scattering of buried objects has
been solved with this technique [6].

2 The formulation of the problem

The geometry of the problem is shown in Figure 1. Two infinite, perfectly conducting planes, S1 and S2,
parameterized by z = zi = constant, i = 1, 2, confine the volume V4 (labeled region 4 in the figure), which
also excludes the object under test in volume V3 (region 3), bounded by the surface S3. For simplicity, in
this paper we assume that the object in volume V3 is a perfectly conducting object, i.e., the potential Φ
on its surface is then a constant, which we denote by Φ′ (at the moment unknown). The potential Φ(r)
satisfies the Laplace equation in volume V4, and the appropriate scalar boundary value problem to solve in
this paper becomes 

∇2Φ(r) = 0, r ∈ V4
Φ(r) = Φi, r ∈ Si, i = 1, 2

Φ(r) = Φ′, r ∈ S3

(1)

At large lateral distances the potential is Φ(r) = (Φ2(z − z1)− Φ1(z − z2)) /d, where the distance between
the plates is d = z2 − z1. The potentials Φ1 and Φ2 are given (excitation of the problem).

1This experiment is reported in another paper presented at this conference.
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Figure 1: The geometry of the capacity problem with the two confining surfaces S1 and S2 and the object
under test bounded by S3.

3 Solution

The integral representation of the potential is the starting point of the analysis [10]. With the directions
of the unit normals on Si, i = 1, 2, 3 in Figure 1, the solution of the problem in (1) satisfies the following
integral relations:

−
3∑
i=1

∫∫
Si

ν̂(r′) · ∇′Φ(r′)

4π |r − r′|
dS′ =


Φ1, r in region 1

Φ2, r in region 2

Φ′, r in region 3

Φ(r), r in region 4

(2)

To obtain the solution of the potential problem, we have to eliminate the unknown surface fields, −ν̂ ·∇Φ,
in the integrals in (2). This is accomplished by the same technique as solving time harmonic problems in
similar geometries [6]. The position vector, r, can take four different principle positions. In three of them,
region 1, 2, and 3, we obtain relations between the unknown surface fields on S3, and on Si, i = 1, 2. The
forth region, region 4, is used to find an expression of the induced field in region 4.

The solution includes the solution to an infinite system of equations, that contains the influence of all
higher modes. No details of the solution is presented here, but we refer to a technical report for details [5].
The system of equations are

cn = 4πδn,e01 +
∑
n′n′′

Pnn′′Tn′′n′

dl+l′′+1
cn′ (3)

where the matrix Pnn′ is independent of the distance d = z2 − z1, the distance between the plates. For
z2/d = 1/2, it explicitly given as

Pnn′ = Nnn′
(l + l′)!

2l+l′+1
ζ(l + l′ + 1, 1)

(
1 + (−1)l+l

′
)((

2l+l
′+1 − 1

)
− (−1)l+m

)
where ζ(z) is the Riemann zeta function, and the normalization constants are

Nnn′ =
δm,m′δσ,σ′√

(l +m)!(l −m)!(l′ +m)!(l′ −m)!

The transition matrix, Tnn′ , characterizes the object bounded by S3 completely [11]. Algorithms to find this
matrix are found in the literature [5, 11]. We solve this system (3) for cn.
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Figure 2: The geometry of the
spheroid with half axes a and b, re-
spectively.
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Figure 3: The capacity changed in (4) (scaled by the volume
of the circumscribing sphere) of a perfectly conducting spheroid
as a function of the ratio a/d. The curves have ratios a/b =
0.1, 0.5, 1, 2, depicted as black, red, blue, and green curves, re-
spectively.

The quantity of interest in this paper is the change of capacity due to the introduction of the object
bounded by S3 inside the plates. The planes — equally but opposite charged — and the body carries no net
charge. The capacity change, in terms of the transition matrix, Tnn′ , and the array cn, is [5]

∆Cd2

ε0
=
∑
n

Te01ncn (4)

4 Numerical simulations

An interesting and important test object is the spheroidal geometry, see Figure 2. The change in capac-
itance ∆Cd2/ε0 in (4) (scaled by the volume of the circumscribing sphere) for a set of spheroids is depicted
in Figure 3. The exact value of the polarizability γzz is [4]

γzz =
4πab2

3L3

where the depolarization factor L3 is

L3 =


1− e2

2e3

(
ln

1 + e

1− e
− 2e

)
(prolate)

1

e2

(
1−
√

1− e2
e

arcsin e

)
(oblate)

and the eccentricity e =
√

1− ξ2, where ξ = min{a/b, b/a} ∈ [0, 1] is the ratio between the minor and the
major semi-axes of the spheroid. For the sphere, e = 0, we get L3 = 1/3, and γzz = 4πa3.

The second example of test objects is the cylindrical geometry, see Figure 4. The change in capacitance
∆Cd2/ε0 in (4) (scaled by the volume of the circumscribing sphere) for a set of cylinders is depicted in
Figure 5.
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Figure 4: The geometry of the cylin-
der with height 2a and diameter 2b,
respectively.
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Figure 5: The capacity changed in (4) (scaled by the volume
of the circumscribing sphere) of a perfectly conducting cylin-
der as a function of the ratio a/d. The curves have ratios
a/b = 0.1, 0.5, 1, 2, depicted as black, red, blue, and green curves,
respectively.
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